Viral oncogenesis and genomic instability: the centr(osom)al connection.
Currently, more than 10% of human cancers are associated with viral infection. Studies on oncoviruses led to the development of clinical intervention strategies and elucidated fundamental cellular events altered upon cell transformation. Cancer cells exhibit several hallmarks including genomic instability, defined as a high frequency of mutations including gain or loss of chromosomes. The centrosome is an organelle that governs mitotic chromosome segregation and that functions as a signaling platform downstream of the DNA damage response. Here, we review the current literature to highlight how oncoviruses induce genomic instability via the deregulation of the centrosome. Viral interference with the centrosome duplication cycle, leading to centrosome amplification, is illustrated, with a special emphasis on mechanisms shared by several viral families. In addition, we discuss how oncoviruses could alter the signaling functions of the centrosome, and we comment on the bibliographic gaps that could be addressed by future research.